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Overview
A 6 Step Protocol that is easy-to-learn and easy-to-use for expressing 
your life purpose with grace and power.

�  

In this class you’ll learn and experience:

❖  How energies benefit from an energetic pro-
tocol

❖  What your life purpose really is

❖  How to connect your creative energies to 
your life purpose

❖  How to work with your electromagnetic field 
to heighten focus when creating 

❖  The 6 step protocol for taking action from the 

level of life purpose

❖  Receive healing sessions for your creativity 
and a visionary session for your life purpose 

❖  Receive 1 activation 

❖  Create like you’ve never created before!

❖  Increased positive emotions of happiness, 
peace, satisfaction and joy

Note: If you’ve taken any other CCT classes, such as Setting 
Up Your Fields, you can do different protocols at the same 
time…but don’t change or mix the protocols. 

 

Activation: 
a CCT energy session 
that unlocks the pro-

tocol so that you 
can use it

Life purpose: 
The unique expres-
sion of your Divine 

nature

3 Primary Energies: 
Creative, heart and 
psychic energies
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Creativity
Creativity arises from the creative energy center in the low belly. It 
moves up through the body and is expressed from the heart and throat. 
It charges the brain, fostering new insights. 

�  

❖ We live in a creative universe.

❖ We each have our own unique expression or voice for our cre-
ative energies.

❖ Creativity at a personal level likes individuality. 

❖ Creativity at a Universal level channels through whoever is 
ready to express it.

❖ When creative energy is not expressed it creates illness in the 
body.

❖ Creative expression is any action that we take (versus being 
highly artistic).

❖ The fear of what others think about the created form causes us 
to not take action.

❖ Creative energies are like a river that needs banks so that it 
can flow to the ocean (i.e.Source energy).
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Muscle Testing Tips:
• Be hydrated
• Be rested and focused
• Be open to the answer
• Only ask one question at a time
• After finding your form of muscle testing, refine 
your questions

• Don’t push for an answer
• Ask the Body for a clear answer
• Practice and build confidence on small, inconse-
quential questions



Muscle Testing
Accessing the Innate Wisdom of the Body
 

�  

❖Used in Step 4 of the Protocol for determining which 
Facet of Creativity and how many

❖Answers yes/no questions

❖Communicates between Conscious Mind and Energy 
Self

❖Many different ways to muscle test; if you already have a 
way use that form

❖If you don’t get an answer, ask the Body for a clear yes/
no signal.

Muscle Testing Method #1: One Handed
1. Bring your awareness into your nondominant hand. 

2. Lightly touch together the flat part of the pads of your index finger and 

thumb. Keep your hand and fingers relaxed.
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3. Ask your fingers to show you “yes.” (You’ll feel a slight sensation be-

tween the two fingers as though a magnet were drawing them together.) 

Listen or feel for this versus trying to “see” it. 

4. Ask to be shown “no.” (You won’t feel anything between the two fingers 

even though they are touching.)

If you are working in person, you can lightly place your dominant hand 

on the person.

�

Muscle Testing Method #2: Two Handed
1. Bring your awareness into your hands. 

2. Form two intertwined circles with thumb and index fingers.

3. Ask your fingers to show you “yes.” Quickly pull your dominant hand 

away from the nondominant hand. They will not easily break apart.

4. Ask your fingers to show you “no.” Quickly pull your dominant hand 

away from the nondominant hand. They will easily break apart.

�

Muscle Testing Method #3: Body Pendulum
1. Stand with knees slightly flexed.

2. Ask your body to show you “yes.” Your body will slightly sway one way 

or another.

3. Ask your body to show you “no.” Your body will sway a different way or 

not at all.

4. After understanding your method of yes/no you don’t need to ask again 

unless you’ve lost clarity.

5. Once comfortable with your results standing, try getting results sitting 

down. 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Life Purpose
What is your unique contribution to 
the world?

❖ Life purpose is working from a heart-soul’s perspective instead 
of an ego or personality perspective

❖ With this class, you become heart-soul directed instead of men-
tally driven

❖ In Life Purpose, you are already enough; You have arrived

❖ Increases your joy in life

❖ Is not about the form...how you creatively express your life pur-
pose is your choice

❖ Is about the vibration from which you are working

❖ Creates a powerful resonation in the world

❖ Needs to be in right alignment with the planet to be effective 
and healing
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The Words of Crystalline Consciousness Technique
❖ Opening: Refers to Phase One of the CCT protocol when the body 

hooks up to higher levels of consciousness

❖ Healing Chambers: Refers to Phase Two which uses sacred geometry 
that is charged with specific life force frequencies. When setting up a 
crystalline energy field they are placed in the appropriate order for the 
project or creative act of the day

❖ Intention: A spoken intent has high vibration because it is consciously 
chosen. In Expressing Your Creative Purpose, you will work with an in-
tent focused on creating in alignment with the Earth

❖ Mastery: Refers to Phase Three which is a completion phase working 
with the core essence of yourself

❖ 23 Crystal Vibrations: High vibrational words such as Harmony, 
Growth, Protection (see Appendix).  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Step One: Connect to Your Life 
Purpose Symbol 
Align the three primary energies to your life purpose symbol

�

❖ Receive a symbol that represents your Life Purpose

❖ Is a tool to quickly align the 3 primary energies (creative, 
heart, and psychic) to your life purpose to create right align-
ment with Earth

❖ Received during a meditation

❖ Allow an image to pop into your mind during the meditation; 
don’t over think it! 

❖ Place Life Purpose Symbol 2 feet above you and slightly in 
front

❖ Run a line of energy from the three primary energies of the 
body to the symbol. The three primary energy centers of the 
body are the forehead, heart, and low belly.
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Step Two: Create Laser Focus 
with EM Fields 
You have an electromagnetic energy field that is like the atmosphere for 
the Earth, protecting you from harmful energy waves.
If you are defended energetically, you can’t create.

�

❖ Energy fields have been known in Eastern medicine for 5000 
years

❖ Often depicted in Western art as a halo around a saint’s head

❖ Extends to 2-3 feet around you

❖ Created with the magnetics of the Earth and electric energy of 
the sun

❖ Indigenous people call us Tree People because we hold our 
energy similar trees

❖ Empathic sensitivity can over run your electromagnetic field 
drowning out your creative voice

❖ You will create an energy field of vibration from the Crystalline 
Energy Field to focus your EM field and protect your creative 
expression of life purpose
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Expressing Your Purpose

Energy as Vibration
Energy can be felt because it is vi-
brational and our senses were de-
signed to perceive vibration. When 
the body feels vibration with the 
ears, it is sound and with the eyes it 
is sight. You can feel energy with 
your hands.

�15

Laws of Vibration

The beginning of Creation was pure vibration
All energy and form is vibration

Vibration resonates and synchronizes to other vibrations
High vibration creates health and wholeness
Words and thoughts are vibrational elements

High vibrational words create health
Low vibrational words can create illness

If you tune into high vibrational words, you can not perceive 
the lower vibrational words

Water holds vibration
We are 70-80% water

Every word we speak enhances or detracts from our wellness



Crystalline Consciousness Technique

The Crystalline Energy Field

❖ A field of energy that interpenetrates through and everything

❖ Has “strings” or lines of energy running vertically and horizon-
tally

❖ Strings respond to words and begin to vibrate like strings on a 
guitar

❖ Will stay vibrating for a while then 
need to be primed again

❖ By placing high vibrational words in 
the crystalline energy field you pro-
tect your own energy field

❖ Place the high vibrational words of 
the CCT Protocol in the crystalline 
energy field

❖ Setting up a Crystalline Energy Field 
is like clearing your desk of clutter before you begin your actual 
work
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Expressing Your Purpose

Step 3: Open to Higher 
Levels of Conscious Purpose
Switches the Body from Fight or Flight to Trust 
Promotes Deeper States of Relaxed Alertness

�  

❖Creates safety, trust, centeredness

❖Clarifies the creative voice

❖Prepares body for creating

❖Has five hand positions 

❖Begin by stating “I invoke Open-
ing”

❖Wait for an indicator signal before 
continuing each hand position

❖One pass down body

�

Indicator Sig-
nal:
A body signal that 
the body is com-
plete with that 
hand position 

or phase
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Crystalline Consciousness Technique

1. Head: 
If your hands or 

arms get tired, 
hold the position 
for a second then 
release. Wait for a 
shift in your 
breath or body 
then move to the 
next step.

If you don’t notice 
a shift wait 1-2 
minutes then 
move on.

2. Heart

�

�
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Expressing Your Purpose

3. Waist

4. Solar Plexus & 
Low Belly

5. Feet      

�

�

�
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Crystalline Consciousness Technique

�  20

Sacred geometry, also known as pla-
tonic solids, were known long before 
the ancient Greeks studied them. 
They have faces, edges and angles that 
are all the same size. 
They are all structured by the Golden 
Mean, the structural ratio found in na-
ture including DNA. 
All matter and form is created with 
these shapes hence they are referred 
to as sacred.



Expressing Your Purpose

Step 4: Configure Your 
Creativity with Sacred Geometry
Five Facets of Creativity
Aligns Creativity to Life Purpose

�  

❖ Five different creative qualities based on sacred geometry 
shapes

❖ Uses muscle testing to determine which one and how many or 
use the Divination Deck

❖ All hand positions are the same as in Step 3 except at the 
head (different hand position for each Healing Chamber).

❖ Wait for indicator signal at each hand position before moving 
on

❖ This step may be repeated several times.

❖ State “I invoke (number) (name) Healing Chamber(s).”
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Crystalline Consciousness Technique

Empowerment:
• Cube
• Element of Earth
• Creative Expression 

of Purpose

�

Crystalline Emo-
tion:
• Icosahedron (20-

sides)
• Element of Water
• Creative Flow of 

Purpose  

�

�
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Expressing Your Purpose

�

Multidimensional 
Time
• Octahedron
• Element of Air
• Creative Rhythm of 

Purpose

�

Pure Essence
• Tetrahedron
• Element of Fire
• Inspired Creation of 

Purpose

�

�
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Crystalline Consciousness Technique

�

Creation
• Dodecahedron (soc-

cer ball)
• Element of Love; 

Quintessence
• Creative Knowing of 

Purpose
• Default Healing 

Chamber
�  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Expressing Your Purpose

Step 5: Take Action
Manifesting Your Purpose through Creative Action

�  

❖ State: I ask to anchor in the following intention as stated: 

   “Creating at the point of Intention”

❖ Wait for indicator signal after statement

❖ Take creative action

❖ Note: No other intention is used with this protocol. It is 

assumed that you want to express the highest possible 

form of your purpose in whatever action you are taking.
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Crystalline Consciousness Technique

Step 6: Right Closure
Works with Your Core Essence
Completes the Creative Act

�  

❖ Extremely sacred

❖ Only three hand positions

❖ Only done once

❖ Do at the end of the day or at the end of the action for a 

specific project on the same day you start the protocol 

❖ Wait for indicator signal at each hand position

❖  State, “I invoke Mastery.” 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Expressing Your Purpose

1. Navel

2. Feet

3. Crown

�

�

�  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Crystalline Consciousness Technique

Putting It All Together

�  

Steps 1 and 2 

1. State: Connect my 3 Primary Energies to my Life Purpose 

Symbol.

2. Set up your Individual Crystalline Energy Field. State: 

• I ask to place the vibration of Opening in my Crystalline Energy Field
• I ask to place the Healing Chambers in the appropriate order in my Crystalline En-
ergy Field for my purpose.

• I ask to place the vibration of my intention to create in alignment with my life pur-
pose and Earth in my Crystalline Energy Field.

• I ask to place the vibration of the 23 Crystal Vibrations in my Crystalline Energy 
Field.
• I ask to place the vibration of Mastery in my Crystalline Energy Field.

Set up your Creative Project Field (called the Group Field). Name 

who’s in the Group Field which is always Yourself and Planet Earth, 

and the (Name of the Creative Project): Then State:

• I ask to place the vibration of Opening in my Group Field
• I ask to place the Healing Chambers in the appropriate order in my Group Field for 
my purpose.

• I ask to place the vibration of my intention to create in alignment with my life pur-
pose and Earth in my Group Field.

• I ask to place the vibration of the 23 Crystal Vibrations in my Group Field.
• I ask to place the vibration of Mastery in my Group Field. 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Expressing Your Purpose

Step 3: 
State, “I invoke Opening.”
�  

1.

�

4.

�

2.

�

5.

�

3.

�

�

If your 
wrists or arms 

hurt, hold the 
position for a few 
seconds, then re-
lease. Wait for a 
shift in your 
breath or body.
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Crystalline Consciousness Technique

Step 4: Muscle test for which Healing Chamber and how many. 
State, “I invoke (num.) (name) Healing Chambers.”
�  

Empowerment

�

Pure Essence

�

Crystalline Emotion

�

Creation

�

Multidimensional Time

�

After the head 
position continue 
with the 4 body 
positions.
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Expressing Your Purpose

2.

�

5.

�

3.

�

4.

�

�  

�
Step 5
State: “I ask to anchor in the following Intention as stated: 
“Creating at the point of intention.”

Muscle test if 
you need any 

more Healing 
Chambers. If yes, 
repeat from the 
beginning of Step 
4 up to 2 more 
times, if need-
ed.
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Crystalline Consciousness Technique

Step 6: When finished with your creative activity, state, 
“I invoke Mastery.” 
1.

�
3.

2.

�

�
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Expressing Your Purpose

Verbal Protocol without Hand 
Positions 

�
1. State: Connect my 3 Primary Energies to my Life Purpose Symbol.
2. State: 

• I ask to place the vibration of Opening in my Crystalline Energy Field
• I ask to place the Healing Chambers in the appropriate order in my Crys-
talline Energy Field for my purpose.
• I ask to place the vibration of my intention to create in alignment with my life 
purpose and Earth in my Crystalline Energy Field.
• I ask to place the vibrations of the 23 Crystal Vibrations in my Crystalline En-
ergy Field.
• I ask to place the vibration of Mastery in my Crystalline Energy Field.

3. Name who’s in your group (Yourself, Planet Earth, Name of Creative Project): 
State:
• I ask to place the vibration of Opening in my Group Field
• I ask to place the Healing Chambers in the appropriate order in my Group 
Field for my purpose.
• I ask to place the vibration of my intention to create in alignment with my life 
purpose and Earth in my Group Field.
• I ask to place the vibrations of the 23 Crystal Vibrations in my Group Field.
• I ask to place the vibration of Mastery in my Group Field. 

4. State: “I invoke Opening at my head, heart, waist, solar plexus and low 

belly, and feet.” 

5. Wait for the indicator signal that the energy has completed shifting 

through your body, then proceed to Healing Chambers.

6. Muscle test to see which Healing Chamber you need and how many. 

7. State: “I invoke (number) (name) Healing Chamber(s) at my head, 

heart, waist, solar plexus and low belly and feet.”
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Crystalline Consciousness Technique

8. Wait for the indicator signal that the energy has completed shifting 

through your body. Muscle test to see if you need any more Healing 

Chambers. If yes, repeat step 6 until you muscle test “no.”

9. State: “I ask to anchor in the following Intention as stated: Creating at 

the point of intention.”

10. Wait for the indicator signal that the energy has completed shifting 

through your body.

11. Go about your day or creative project.

12. When finished with project or at the end of the day, state: “I invoke 

Mastery at my navel, feet and crown.”

13. Wait for the indicator signal that the energy has completed shifting 

through your body before getting up.  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Expressing Your Purpose

Appendix A: Crystal Vibrations 
23 High Vibrational Words used to help create focus with the EM Field

�

Appreciation—sensitive awareness; grateful. 
Balance—stability; harmony of various elements. 
Clarity—a quality of transparency or pureness.
Connection—the ability to relate. 
Creativity—the ability to bring into form. 
Empathy—ability to relate to another’s feelings. 
Empowerment—a state of power or authority. 
Enthusiasm—a form of passion. 
Expression—a showing of feeling; to voice in language. 
Gratitude—thankfulness. 
Growth—to expand in consciousness and form.
Harmony—a combination of parts into an orderly whole. 
Leadership—the ability to guide or show the way. 
Mastery—the integration of spiritual wisdom and biological development. 
Openness—a state of accessibility. The mental state of allowing, without resistance. 
Protection—to be shielded from injury, danger or loss. 
Self-Responsibility—fully owning one’s emotional, mental and energetic responses
Serenity—a state of peacefulness, calmness or tranquility. 
Service—being of assistance to others; sharing your Purpose. 
Stillpoint—the temporary cessation of rhythms in the body/mind leading to greater order 
and organization throughout all systems.
Support—being held in an energetic container of emotional, mental, and physical love 
Synchrony—the result of being in right timing. 
Trust—a confidence in the honesty, integrity, reliability, and justice of another person or the 
Universe. 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Crystalline Consciousness Technique

Appendix B: What’s Next? 
Continue Your Studies of Crystalline Consciousness Technique™

Personal Levels One and Two: 
Transformative Self-Healing 
Learn the CCT healing protocol for yourself. This level combines really well with the proto-
col for Expressing Your Purpose. A special and unique soul level healing meditation for this 
class is the I AM Meditation.

Professional Levels One and Two:  
Discovering the Map of Transformation 
In this experiential class you'll learn and experience the power of the CCT protocol and how 
to use it for yourself and others. Throughout the course, more healing sessions are experi-
enced, including three new activations. You'll also learn more about the five energy centers 
of the crystalline system, how to work with Conscious Intent and a CCT Soul chart for 
working with groups or individuals.

In the online class, students learn the protocol in a verbal format that can be done in person 
or distance. An optional additional in-person day may be taken to learn the protocol for ta-
ble work or seated in a chair.

Two subclasses that are offered after Pro Levels 1 and 2 are Crystalline Families and Crys-
talline Animals, teaching CCT healing techniques for children and animal companions.

Level Three: Arising to Crystalline Consciousness 
Prerequisite: Pro Levels One and Two
Level Three deepens your understanding of crystalline consciousness, hones your ability to 
create powerful intentions, and introduces the advanced protocol. In this in-person or on-
line class, you'll be introduced to divination cards for creating stronger intentions and four 
more CCT Soul Charts, for working with complex group situations.
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Expressing Your Purpose

Throughout this class you'll experience your own healing and transformation and deepen in 
your understanding of CCT. There are two activations in this class, along with healing medi-
tations in each class and healing with the soul charts.

Level Four: Integrating the Crystalline Body 
Prerequisite: Pro Levels One and Two
Experience and learn the Advanced CCT Protocol and the Tree of Life Healing Series. In 
this three day in-person class you'll experience new levels of healing that releases restric-
tions from five levels within the sacrum, physical, emotional/mental, spiritual, energetic, and 
crystalline. You'll also learn how to give these healing sessions to others on a table or in a 
distance format. You’ll be introduced to the concept of Meta Intentions and learn a lower 
leg treatment. This protocol helps many conditions such as neuromuscular, hips and back, 
legs, pregnancy and many more chronic conditions. The healing you experience in the class 
is well worth taking the class on its own.

Level Five: The Golden Spiral 
Prerequisite: Levels 1-4
In this online class, learn all about the spiral of transformation as well as work with a new 
chart and a new Advanced Healing Chamber: the Flower of Life. Experience three powerful 
new activations while learning about the Golden Ratio, the Fibonacci sequence and how to 
release or reverse a Dark Spiral

Level Six: New Group Systems 
Prerequisite: Levels 1-4
In this online class, crack the code to groups with this incredibly transformational class on 
how groups operate, how to heal them, and finally how to transform them. New chart pro-
tocols, along with new activations help you be empowered in your groups and your groups 
be empowered in the world. Learn healing for couples, how to release negative geometric 
configurations, how archetypal roles affect groups, and how to create groups that form high 
vibrational sacred geometry with their energy fields.

Levels Seven; Eight; Nine: Crystalline Earth Advocate 
Prerequisite: Levels 1-3 and 5-6
Learn how to heal Earth systems with your CCT tools. This immersive class will provide you 
with solid tools for healing ecosystems whether it's your home, a sacred site, your business 
or damaged Earth sites. Receive new activations for each level, two new Soul Charts and 
learn how to repair geopathic stressors, grid codes and most of all, how to perceive and read 
systems.
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Crystalline Consciousness Technique

Crystalline Consciousness Technique Teacher 
Prerequisite: Levels 1-6, Expressing Your Purpose
After all 6 levels and Expressing Your Purpose, you may continue your professional studies 
with CCT by becoming a CCT Teacher. Teachers are able to teach Levels 1-6, Expressing 
Your Purpose, as well as teach their students to become teachers. There is a serious level of 
commitment, on personal, professional and financial levels as this course can take up to 2 or 
3 years to complete. 

There are three trainings. You may teach the corresponding classes after each level:

• Training 1: Learn how to teach Personal Levels 1 and 2 along with Expressing Your Purpose 
in an online format.

• Training 2: Learn how to teach Professional Levels 1, 2 and 4 as well as Crystalline Families 
and Crystalline Animals. This is a 4 day required personal retreat about 6-7 months after 
the first training. 

• Training 3: Learn how to teach Levels 3, 5 and 6. Online format.
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